Hanging wall displays
To keep the screws hidden and ensure your display sits flush with
the wall, Display Shack uses keyhole slots for hanging our wall
displays. And here’s a solution for hanging them that works great.

Care & Maintenance
Hardwood
Unlike many store-bought products today, Display Shack uses
real hardwood to construct your display. Stronger than most
building materials, with the proper maintenance & care, your wood
display can continue to look like new for decades.
Keep your display in a climate-controlled environment. Avoid
placing your display in direct sunlight, or near sources of heating
and cooling. Wood will react to changes in temperature and
humidity which can damage the display. Regular dusting is
recommended to keep your display looking shiny. For heavier
cleaning, use a soft cloth with warm, soapy water. Avoid chemical
products and use polishes sparingly as they tend to build up a film
on the finish that will attract dust and soil.
Felt Backing
For displays with felt backing, we recommend using a felt brush
(or a small brush with medium coarse bristles) to gently remove
any dust and debris. Using a brush with too coarse of bristles may
cause pilling. A small hand vacuum may also be used, however
larger models could pull the felt away from the back or again
cause pilling. If pilling does occur, you can use a pumice stone to
smooth the appearance of the felt.
Acrylic Doors (PlexiGlass)
Our enclosed display cases have sliding clear acrylic doors. To
keep them looking new, use only a damp soft cloth when cleaning
(a drop of mild detergent can be added if necessary). Never use
paper towels or chemical cleaners such as Windex or damage
may occur.

Using a level that spans the length of your display, attach masking
tape pieces at the keyhole locations. Keeping the level even with the
top of the display, mark the
locations of the slots on the
tape (as shown right) If you
want to center the display
you can also add tape and
mark this location. (For three
slot displays this location will
be your center hole)

Choose a mounting location for the display and mark the wall center
location at the desired height. (Don’t forget to account for the
distance from the top of the
display to the top of the
keyhole slot) Then, place the
level’s center mark on the
wall mark (making certain it’s
level) and transfer the screw
location marks to the wall.

Finally, insert the mounting screws on the
keyhole marks and hang your display.
We recommend using the included selfdrilling wall anchors when mounting to
drywall locations with no wall studs.
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